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Dealing with disclosure
THE RULE 
THAT ONLY 
“FIT AND 
PROPER” 
PEOPLE

T
he range of matters taken into account by the 

Board of Examiners, who assess applicants 
under the Legal Profession Act 2004 (Vic), is 

unmatched in other professions. How the board and 
the Supreme Court determine who is “fit and proper” 
for admission to the legal profession can be complex.

PROVING YOU’RE "FIT AND PROPER”

“If they have got any queries about their affidavit they 
should speak to the staff and get it done right,” Mr 
Pippett said.

“The point is that it's not what people have done in 
the past, it is what their situation is when they come 
to make their application to be admitted.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
CAN JOIN 
THE LEGAL 
PROFESSION 
IS NO MERE 
FORMALITY 
IN VICTORIA.

The formalities to prove you are “fit and proper” to be 
admitted appear simple. You require:

• an affidavit of disclosure;
• two character references;
• a criminal record check; and
• an academic conduct report from every tertiary 

institution you have attended.

The challenge for many applicants is working out what 
to include in their affidavit of disclosure. The Supreme 
Court's often-repeated statement that applicants 
“must disclose anything that bears on their fitness to 
practise” can seem circular - young lawyers are left 
wondering if a board of seven senior practitioners 
cares about a littering fine they got in high school. 

Generally the Board is more concerned about you 
confessing your past sins than exactly what those 
sins are, unless you have some serious skeletons in 
your past.

To clarify matters, in 2009 the Board published 
Practice Direction No. 4 of2009, available on its 
website. This provides answers for common issues 
like parking fines, plagiarism, public transport fines 
and Centrelink overpayments.

For other issues, Board staff can be a good resource.
A solicitor member of the Board and LIV Council 
member, Bruce Pippett, said the Board encouraged 
applicants to go and see the staff and discuss their 
applications before lodging them.

Practice Direction No. 4 of2009 helpfully states that 
“wherever possible supporting documentation should 
be provided to corroborate disclosures made”. This is 
no easy task.

One can expect a time-consuming wild goose chase 
to find any record more than 10 years old. Applicants 
have identified universities and Centrelink as being 
unresponsive to requests, claiming they cannot 
provide information or taking months to send it.
The Department of Transport and the police are very 
helpful, but often do not have records of older offences. 

The Board expects that applicants will use freedom 
of information requests if necessary. As a last resort, 
applicants need to explain in their affidavits the steps 
they have taken in trying to get documentation.

The good news is that if your application is a bit thin on 
supporting documentation, it doesn't mean rejection; 
the Registrar will request further information and you 
will have to file a supplementary affidavit.

SUBMITTING YOUR APPLICATION
When you submit your affidavit it is assessed by the 
Registrar of the Board of Examiners. The majority of 
applicants pass at this stage. Problematic applicants 
may be asked for further information. Applications 
that raise serious issues are scheduled for a hearing. 
These unlucky applicants must personally persuade 
the Board of Examiners they are “fit and proper” to 
join the ranks of the legal profession.
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Usually there are two ways to end up before the 
Board: disclosing conduct of concern, or the Board 
discovering something you haven't disclosed that you 
should have. Not confessing your sins is by far the 
bigger issue.

“Applicants must show candour. If you show candour 
and you admit what you have done wrong and 
demonstrate some reformation . . . well then the 
likelihood is that you will be let through. There are 
very few we throw out,” Mr Pippett said.

BOARD OF EXAMINERS ISSUES
The majority of cases the Board hears relate to 
plagiarism, at university and in practical legal training 
(PLT) courses. The Board takes academic misconduct 
very seriously. Setting out the nature of the charge is 
very important: forgetting to cite authorities properly 
in first year is quite different from submitting 
someone else's assignment with your name on it. 

Failure to disclose something the Board considers 
relevant (candour) will almost certainly lead to a 
hearing. Therefore it is important to get advice if you 
are unsure about including something.

Plagiarism in particular is often picked up - if other 
law students are involved, there is a good chance the 
Board will discover the issue when your partner in 
crime applies for admission.

Practice Direction No. 4 of2009 provides a fairly 
comprehensive list of what must be disclosed. 
Centrelink overpayments, speeding tickets, parking 
fines (if numerous), and other minor offences must be 
disclosed, but are unlikely to result in your having to 
explain yourself.
However, a pattern of such misdemeanors is 
something that you may have to explain. The Board 
takes a strict view on what constitutes a pattern: one 
applicant was called before the Board for disclosing 
five or so public transport fines over 10 years.

The Board also requires disclosure of past mental 
illness or disturbances. It is important to note the 
Board focuses more on how applicants are coping now 
than how serious their illness was years ago.

APPEARING BEFORE THE BOARD
Most hearings are short, and conducted in sittings 
of about 8-10 applicants in an informal fashion. The 
few “serious” cases are heard individually in a special 
hearing, often in court, with more formal rules.

The goal, according to Mr Pippett, is to find out what 
sort of a person you are.

”When you look them in the eye and speak to them 
face to face you can get an idea of their character, 
because character doesn't come through on the 
papers,” he said.

The Board suggests getting representation, and no 
adverse inference will be made if applicants turn 
up with a barrister alongside. There are barristers 
who will represent applicants pro-bono - for more 
information contact your PLT provider, barristers' 
clerks, or the Registrar of the Board.

Being prepared is vitally important and can be a 
burden, especially alongside work commitments. 
Applicants need to prepare briefs for counsel, harass 
government departments for documents, draft 
affidavits, seek further character references and make 
seven copies of everything for the Board members.

It's important to realise that supervising lawyers must 
sign your affidavit of disclosure - so if there is some 
dark secret to disclose it's better to tell them early.

The hearing itself can be extremely intimidating. 
Applicants are grilled about their past actions by 
seven senior practitioners with over 200 years 
of combined experience in the law, who make no 
apologies about being tough on people. “You've got to 
make them understand that this is serious. The penny 
has got to drop sometime,” Mr Pippett said.

“I think sometimes getting a huge grilling changes 
people's lives because they realise that while they may 
have messed around before, this is serious.” •

CHRISTOPHER HOLMES

Law Graduate

IMPORTANT FACTS

The Board of Examiners 
website, www. 
lawadmissions.vic. 
gov.au, includes all 
practice directions and 
an information pack for 
applicants.

You must submit a 
Notice of Intention to 
apply three months 

before your proposed 
admission date.

All documents must be 
personally delivered 
by applicants to the 

Board's office.

Your PLT provider can 
provide much more 
detailed information 

about preparing 
documents and 
submitting them.

If supporting 
documentation is late, 
you can delay your 

admission.

You need academic 
conduct reports from 
all institutions you have 
attended, including 

exchange semesters, 
and these must be sent 
directly to the Board.

Hearings and material 

submitted to the 
Board are confidential 

and covered by the 
Information Privacy Act 
2000.
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